FANS TO SEE A BITTER CLASH
BETWEEN EVENLY MATCHED TEAMS

The games in 1951 against Washington and Oregon are the most important since 1916 when Idaho lost to the Hogs and Nevada. The 1951 game against Washington was the first time in history that Idaho had ever beaten Washington. The game against Oregon was the first time in history that Idaho had ever beaten Oregon. The games were both played in the same stadium, the University of Idaho Stadium, and were both played in the same city, Moscow, Idaho.

The University of Idaho is located in the heart of the Idaho Mountains, a beautiful and scenic area. The campus is situated on a hilltop overlooking the Snake River Valley, and is surrounded by forests and mountains.

The University of Idaho is famous for its roses, which are cultivated on the campus. The roses are planted in the spring and bloom throughout the summer months. The roses are a popular attraction for visitors to the campus.

The University of Idaho is also famous for its football team, the Idaho Vandals. The team is known for its strong defense and its ability to play close games.

The Idaho Vandals are coached by Paul Peterson, who has been the head coach since 1952. Peterson is a well-respected coach in the Northwest, and has led the Vandals to many victories.

The Idaho Vandals have played against some of the best teams in the country, including the University of Washington, the University of Oregon, and the University of California. The Vandals have had some success against these teams, and have earned many fans throughout the state of Idaho.

The University of Idaho is a great place to visit, with its beautiful campus, its friendly people, and its exciting sporting events. Visitors to the campus will enjoy the roses, the football games, and the many other attractions that the University of Idaho has to offer.
Idaho's Coach is an Old Idaho Asset

Fitzke is perhaps the feature star of the Vandals this year, and is displaying remarkable ability in playing through a roster that is almost always in transition. Fitzke first gained renown when he appeared on the University of Washington eleven in Boise two years ago. He revealed that he wished he could play behind a line such as Idaho had, and he was given that chance when he returned to the University the following season. Fitzke possesses the best educated foot on the Coast today, is able to put consistently from fifty yards with high kicks that traveled well over forty yards, and in said to be fastly with a drop kick from, scored field goal. "Idaho:" has tried him out over field goal this year, against Oregon that year, which was blocked by a drilling human who avoided the Idaho interference.

Idaho boasts fifteen seniors, and holds Idaho's place in the majority of cases. It is possible his first year will be a success because of his ability last year as a substitute to compete because of reincidence requirements.

GUY WICKS

COACHING STAFF IS OLD IDAHO ASSET

Staff of Four Is Headed by R. L. Mathews.

Assisted by Undergraduate Students Named to Team of Scouting

 Idaho consists itself fortunate in having the floor man shows seven of numbers of its scouting staff, assisted by several undergraduate students who have had experience on Idaho teams.

The list of coaches is headed by R. L. Mathews, director of athletics and physical education, and football and track coach. He is assisted in football by Ray Fitzke, a former middle school star, who has taken charge of the Idaho line this year. Other men at with Varsity teaching are

Jim Brown, former Idaho and Boise high school star; Dan Yake of Emmet, veteran of Idaho and Notre Dame; and James Neil, three years gone at the Vandal field.

TAKES PLEASURE

David Mathews has charge of the freshman teams, assisted by Albert Kinnison, who also has charge of the graduate manager of athletics. Coach Mathews is the Vandal has

enrolled, and has been developed by Idaho into a consistent 

guard. The basis he has under his charge and against an able team has a good instrument, but you couldn't tell it by the sound.
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We Are Proud of Our University at Moscow

It is one of the best educational institutions in the West and deserves the united support and good will of all Idaho citizens.

Send your boys and girls there.
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Frank Kinnison was one of the strong catalysts for a regular back on the Vandal line. Frank plays a fast, hard hitting game, and is the thicket of the team at all times.

FRANK KINNISON

Playing is playing his first year as a regular, and is expected as the middle guard on the offensive line.

LYLE Tapper

Tapper is performing this year at right guard in a manner above reproach. Tapper is a second year lineman. As a guard he possesses all the requirements, has a cool, steady move, like the bus with every change of his 150 pounds, and starts with the line. "Tapper played last year in the Idaho line and on the present season hasn't shown a patch.
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MISSHAPES AND REPAIRS

The game drew the biggest crown ever to witness an athletic event in Moscow. Nearly 5,000 people filled the stands of MacLean Field. Spokane's fans poured into Moscow for the annual meeting with Oregon. Oregon was playing against a team that had been passed over the previous season in the rankings.

The Vandal offense was led by a star running back, who scored two touchdowns against the Oregon defense. The game was a back-and-forth affair, with the Vandal offense dominating in the second half.

The game was played in front of a sell-out crowd at the MacLean Field, and the atmosphere was electric. The Oregon defense held firm, allowing only one touchdown to the potent Vandal offense. This was a game that the University of Oregon fans will remember for years to come.

The Oregon defense was led by a star running back, who scored two touchdowns against the Vandal offense. The game was a back-and-forth affair, with the Oregon defense dominating in the second half.

The game was played in front of a sell-out crowd at the MacLean Field, and the atmosphere was electric. The Oregon defense held firm, allowing only one touchdown to the potent Vandal offense. This was a game that the University of Oregon fans will remember for years to come.

The Oregon defense was led by a star running back, who scored two touchdowns against the Vandal offense. The game was a back-and-forth affair, with the Oregon defense dominating in the second half.

The game was played in front of a sell-out crowd at the MacLean Field, and the atmosphere was electric. The Oregon defense held firm, allowing only one touchdown to the potent Vandal offense. This was a game that the University of Oregon fans will remember for years to come.
IRISH SPORT SCRIBE TACKS NAME ONTO IOWA ATHLETES

uenced Title of "Vandal" in 1918 Was Basketball Squad Ripped Holes Into Aspirations of Stars.

How a university acquires an all-time name in athletics is an interesting and seldom possible thing with the regular channels of hailing. Thus, again, one might quite readily imagine a title as the University of Iowa, or even a direct honor for the institution.

In 1918 there had been a case of student passing in some form or other through the regular channels of hailing. Thus, again, one might quite readily imagine a title as the University of Iowa, or even a direct honor for the institution.

The consistency with which Idaho State has associated itself with the Vandal title, and the longevity of football for which the title is known, have not changed the upper hand, but the Idaho State has been able to maintain a uniform level of excellence over the years.

The big game of the day will be in the California University vs. Southern California contest. Idaho State has been winning games against California for many years, and the team is expected to be in fine form for the game.
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University of Idaho students from Boise are taking an unusual part in student affairs at the Moscow institution this year, and hardly anyone of the City College students in the list of offices or societies one might think of leading this activity in any university.

Included in the list of 21 students who have been brought here for the game by the Idaho athletic department is Idaho high school star who is co-
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High schools in Idaho for the big game this afternoon will be interested in the fate of their varsity football teams. \(\ldots\)

Algernon, played in ‘11, in Potato with resolvable as 16.1. \(\ldots\)

James' fine arrangement, there was no answer from Idaho’s most effective player, Edmundson, or any other Idahoers to the game at Idaho Falls.

Wagner Davis has played the majority of the game this season as running back in Flinlin, and has been one of the big ground-gainers for the Silver-Gold. Davis' most recent appearance has been in Flinlin, where he was the leading scorer and was named in the Idaho Sports Page.

D'Eluenton, quarterback for the Idaho team, is a cleverly built, short, and fast player. His efficiency is based on his quickness, which has been increased by his playing in a number of games this season.
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PEP RANDS TO GIVE DANGERS HERE TONIGHT

Some patrons of the dance will have ample opportunity of indulging in the offerings of real college jazz tonight, as the Idaho Pep Band having been engaged to play at the Disneyland ball for the evening, while arrangements were completed during the week to have the Oregon Agricultural college band lend the necessary incentive to the American Legion Centennial Dance at the Mosque.

The Idaho Pep Band has given a number of success programs during the week, having played at Twin Falls Wednesday night, Nampa Thursday, and Boise last Monday.

The hotel is headed by Al Merriam from Couy O’Allen, the "boy with the trombone," Rilla Powell of Boise is business manager of the organization, which accompanies the Vandal teams on all trips of a local nature and lends its assistance to all student activities on the Idaho campus.

They will return to Moscow as board the University of Idaho special, which leaves here tomorrow morning.

IDAHO STEER WINS AT PORTLAND EXPOSITION

Moscow, Nov. 8.—Grand champion steers over all breeds in the competition for steers was won by the University of Idaho, at the Pacific International Livestock exposition in Portland, according to a telegram received here from Professor W. W. Blakeman, head of the department of animal husbandry of the Idaho college of agriculture.

Reserve grand champion steer was won by West, a four-year-old Hereford.

Idaho’s stock judging team was third, with six teams competing. Oregon Agricultural college took third, and the University of California, second.

Following Idaho came British Columbia, Montana State college and Washington State college, in the order named.

In grain judging at the Pacific International Hay & Grain show, the University of Idaho was second in three teams competing. Montana took first, with the two high men on the team, and Oregon third.

John Tuohy of Aberdeen, member of the Idaho team, placed fourth in individual rating.

The identification, market grading, and judging of grain was held of competing.

Capt. Doyal Anderson’s plane for the airplane flight across the Rocky Range from Spalding to Alaska next summer encompasses the use of three all-metal planes in relay. Captain Anderson explained that the purpose of the proposed flight was to discover what lies within the 1,800,000 square miles of the unexplored polar bear.

GONZAGA TROUNCED IN SCRAPPY GAME

Gonzaga Passing Game Falls to Materialists

Vandal's Edge from Fifty Games of Van Geer Ideat, University

Eight thousand wildly cheering football fans saw the Vandal team score another victory Friday afternoon at Madison Field when they won from the much favored Gonzaga Bulldog team. The score was 13 to 6.

The much predicted forward passing game of the Bulldog faild to materialize, Idaho breaking and intercepting half of the 22 passes attempted by the Bulldogs. Gonzaga made only 12 passes on six completed forward passes. Idaho intercepted seven passes while 14 passes were good.

Gonzaga attempted seven passes while 14 passes were good.

Idaho scored the first touchdown shortly after the opening of the first quarter and ended on two wide end runs and three short translations. The top for goal was unsuccessful.

In the third period, Kieffters, by a 1-foot kick, scored for the second touchdown to give the Vandals a 13-0 lead.

The combined total of runs, pass, and interception of passes, was 17-6 in favor of Idaho. The loss was the third straight for Gonzaga.

Gonzaga was led by a touchdown, a 1-pass play, a 2-pass play, and a 3 pass play.

The Vandals are expected to remain unbeaten four more games and will meet the University of Oregon in a game of national importance.

ATOMIC ENERGY

The University of Idaho is one of the few colleges in the United States engaged in research in the field of atomic energy.

The Idaho Atomic Energy Project is under the direction of Dr. Alvin E. Schenck, chairman of the Department of Chemistry, and Dr. William C. Brown, professor of physics.

The project is conducting research on the production and utilization of radioactive isotopes, the production of nuclear power, and the development of new methods for the control of nuclear reactions.

The project is also working on the development of new methods for the control of nuclear reactions and the production of new materials.

The project has produced a number of valuable research results, including the development of new methods for the control of nuclear reactions and the production of new materials.
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